Assignment 5: Morphological typology (Gen, 06/06 part 1)

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) What is neologism?
   a) the total of a word
   b) the basic or core part of the root word is displaced
   c) the meaning of the word is displaced
d) none of the above

   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted answers:
   - the total or core part of the root word is displaced.

2) Multiplication is of the type _______ and _______

   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted answers:
   - vertical, composite
   - horizontal, multiple
   - radial, complex
   - vertical, compound

3) The month 'August' is a good example of ________ (McWhinney 2012)

   No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
   Accepted answers:
   - reduplication
   - incorporation

4) A language has complete reduplication, then it will also have partial reduplication

   True

5) Words are generally not reduplicated

   True

6) False

   True

7) There is a new sect of affiliation among the world's languages

   True

8) If a language has ________ affiliation order (dyadic, triadic), then it'll also have genres and subgenres

   True

9) The segmental level is the ________ level, while the suprasegmental level is the description of ________

   True

10) If a language has verb final order then the postpositions are almost always exclusively

   True